Run Number 502

14th July 2022

The Black Toad, Hoylake
The Pack: Snoozanne (Hare), Sticky Rice, Piss Artist, Victim, Overdrive, Cleopatra,
Grasshopper, Wigan Pier, ET, Josh, Alex.

The Black Toad offered a selection of craft ales – don’t think we did the place justice. The
pack congregated in the not so obvious rear beer garden. Only had a single toilet so the
hash start was delayed whilst all who required had their final comfort break – never pass an
opportunity. This was unnecessary as there were ample secluded options to jettison surplus
fluids on route.
Late change of the Haring duties - Snoozanne offered to take charge after the originally
appointed 10’ was forced to isolate as was experiencing the latest covid infection. Even
though reports were that he remained sprightly and his only concern was the risk of sharing
the lurgy with colleagues.
Glorious summers evening as you would expect for July. Most decided on shorts. Blue sky
and no need to pack torches.
Markings of the usual chalk/ flour had been laid the previous evening and fortunately there
had been no rain.

A scenic detour was found amongst the dramatic coastline vistas and verdant countryside.
There was a natural inclination for the pack to lean towards the coast which was eventually
found. Ventured over the Royal Liverpool Golf Club – Nowhere near Liverpool?

Had the beach to ourselves - Noted that all sufficiently distanced

View of the welsh hills. Significance of hand gestures?

Following in the footsteps?
.

Late Arrival (On Right)

Late arrival Alex managed to track down the pack at the Red Rocks using ‘WhatsApp’
tracking. The tempo of the run was agitated with the attendance of the FFB’s Alex and Josh.

On top of the world

A hash in Hoylake obviously had to include the obligatory hike up to the war memorial.
Always a great view.

Hash food provided by Mad Hatter sadly without hash chips on this occasion.

Down Downs
Watering the trail – SR, Wigan Pier
FRB’S – Josh & Alex
Victim – Excessive shortcutting
Snoozanne – Haring
Wigan Pier – Abandoning her water bottle.

Think we will all need a DD for next run as none of the pack ventured back to the Black Toad
for a nightcap.

